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CHAPTER 1. INTRODUCTION 
 

This is the final report of a study in using radio frequency technology applications in the 
construction industry of Alaska. This report follows completion of actual field-work data 
collection, balanced by published industry literature as well as road construction documentation 
provided by the Alaska Department of Transportation (AKDOT). The essence of the report is to 
provide a framework for the implication of the use of a specific technology in road construction. 
This review of current published literature encompasses published works since 2005. This 
timeframe was chosen to represent the most recent changes in technology. Over the last five 
years there have been significant reductions in the size and cost of computer tracking technology. 
This technology shift has helped “better equipment scheduling, more efficient rating of 
transportation movements” (Coyle, Bardi & Novack, 2006, p. 6). The intent of this research was 
to document the use of technology. A determination of better equipment scheduling and more 
efficient rating of AKDOT and contracted carrier transportation is yet to be determined by 
AKDOT. 

 
This project was a feasibility study, initially involving field work using a one truck pilot 

program; this was expanded later in the contract. The data collected should support the 
practicality, cost and modes of use of radio frequency identification (RFID) technology in 
construction operations.   
 

The goal of this study was to demonstrate potential increases in profitability and 
operational efficiencies and decreases in labor, materials, and equipment costs. 
 

The current tracking process uses a computer-generated ticket carried by the truck driver 
to the dump point. The truck driver initially receives a cargo ticket while loading. The load 
weight is recorded on the ticket at a plant weigh scale. At the dump point, the ticket is handed to 
a ticket taker on the grade. The ticket taker records additional information on the ticket, such as 
the time and the station of the dump point. There are at least four people who handle this cargo 
tracking ticket: a truck driver, scale person, ticker taker, and an office person. A driver must 
maintain possession of the ticket at all times during cargo or load transportation, according to 
state and federal regulations. A scale person updates this ticket. A ticket taker at the end records 
the final data. An office person tallies the day’s tickets to create an account payable item 
(payment) to the carrier or driver. These tracking tickets must be physically stored for three years 
after project date of completion.  
 

 RFID technology was proposed to be used to track or record the same data. A schematic 
of this field testing of RFID placed on one truck is shown in Figure 1.1. Initially, the assumption 
was that one field agent was to be used to record the loading and dumping of each truck using a 
handheld, portable RFID reader. And, it was assumed that an active RFID tag would temporarily 
placed in the cab of the truck.  However, the reality of the fields exercise changed these earlier 
assumptions. 
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Figure 1.1: Initial schematic of possible supply chain check points and RFID reader 
positions. 

 
The benefit of this study was to answer the question: What will this technology contribute 

to measurably improve quality control compared to the current manual data collection process? 
The answer is yes, but there are constraints.  
 

1.1  Problem Statement 
 

The problem was that there was no real-time inventory capture of data. There was no 
real-time communications of this data capture. The current process is manually receiving and 
recording carrier and shipping and load data.  
 

RFID is not a new technology. RFID is a sixty-year old technology that recently 
miniaturized the computer chip needed to receive and transmit an radio frequency (RF) data 
signal to the size of a grain of pepper with similar decrease in cost. RFID technology allows 
accurate and timely recording of data from tractor trailer or straight trucks delivering goods using 
hands-free radio frequency transmission technology. The goal of this research project was to 
determine if RFID technology could significantly contribute to improve quality control of 
compared to the current manual data collection process.  
 
 

1.2  Problem Background 
 

The AKDOT and AUTC has an obligation to examine its business practices and 
processes to determine if there are methods that are more efficient or process changes that could 
be adopted to increase the rate of product flow to a work site, optimize manpower, and minimize 
costs. The current method of tracking and tracing truckloads of construction materials from a 
source to a work site involves several stops for weighing, as well as several manual process steps 
to record truck and cargo flow data. While the current “as is” process works, AKDOT and 
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AUTC considers that several manual data capture steps can be automated. The saving would be 
measured in terms of the number of truckloads delivered per hour, per 12-hour shift, and each 24 
hours. At least this was the initial metric used before field testing of the equipment. 
 

The study results can be measured in the number of truckloads delivered in 24 hours, 
number of human errors in data capture; cost of transportation to include fuel to the carrier, 
amount of time driver is behind the wheel, improved worker safety, possible lower contract bids 
by vendors, and decreased costs to the State of Alaska. The actual measurements were in time 
and distance of truck routes in a closed-loop pick-up and work site delivery event. 
 

This study did demonstrate a potential process change using new tools and technologies. 
Such changes could impact new project planning, management, and tracking of transportation 
operational data.  
 

1.3  Study Objectives 
 

The objective of this study was to assist in the documentation of unit price pay items, 
such as asphalt, base course, borrow and riprap, used in the road construction business practice 
and process. These are items commonly tracked from the source, such as a pit or plant scale to a 
construction site.  
 

The current tracking process uses a computer-generated ticket carried by the truck driver 
to the dump point. The truck driver initially receives a cargo ticket while loading. The load 
weight is recorded on the ticket at a plant weigh scale. At the dump point, the ticket is handed to 
a ticket taker on the grade. The ticket taker records additional information on the ticket, such as 
the time and the station of the dump point. There are at least four people who handle this cargo 
tracking ticket: a truck driver, scale person, ticker taker, and an office person. A driver must 
maintain possession of the ticket at all times during cargo or load transportation, according to 
state and federal regulations. A scale person updates this ticket. A ticket taker at the end records 
the final data. An office person tallies the day’s tickets to create an account payable item 
(payment) to the carrier or driver. These tracking tickets must be physically stored for three years 
after project date of completion. Technologies such as RFID and GPS can be used to track or 
record the same data.  
 

The objective of this study was to develop meaningful case scenarios for the 
demonstration program to test/demonstrate a particular RFID tool or phase of the project.  
University of Alaska Anchorage (UAA) used its expertise in RFID, project management, and 
logistics management to analyze the “as is” and “to be” processes, to assist in the development of 
scenarios and test cases, and to assist in the evaluation of processes, procedures, tools, 
communications and computer systems, and related technologies that are integrated into the 
demonstration environment. 
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CHAPTER 2. BACKGROUND 
 
The RFID system consists of a tag, which is made of a microchip with a coiled antenna. 

This tag was placed on the side of a truck. This tag communicates with an interrogator or reader, 
which also has an antenna. The reader transmits electromagnetic waves that form a magnetic 
field, which activates the antenna on the RFID tag. A passive RFID tag draws power from this 
magnetic field and uses it to power the microchip’s circuits. The chip then modulates the waves 
that the tag then sends back to the reader and the reader converts the new waves into digital data. 
The reader interprets the tag data and communicates this data to a computer. There is also 
computer middleware, which is used to process large amounts of data. This data is then stored in 
a computer memory for processing or interface with other software inventory systems or analysis 
systems. RFID uses the low-end of the electromagnetic spectrum. The waves coming from 
readers are no more dangerous than the waves coming to your car radio. (Hedgepeth, 2007) 

 
RFID tags are either active or passive. The active tags can be considered transmitter tags. 

They have been around since the 1940s.  Active tags have a battery for a source of power to store 
data or to transmit a radio signal with the data. As such they act just like your portable radio and 
can be read over a great distance with a limit of about 100 feet or 30 meters. Active tags are 
usually very costly. The active tag is usually encased in a hard shell for protection, since these 
tags are used in rugged environments. These active tags are used for a variety of purposes, such 
as tracking the time and temperature of hot-mix asphalt such as for this study.. (Hedgepeth, 
2007) 
 

Other active tags might be attached to boxes of cargo destined for a war zone for the 
military and needs to be able to withstand pressure, extremes of temperature and shock. The cost 
of active tags varies but ranges from about $30 to more than $100. (Hedgepeth, 2007) 

 
The passive tag can also be encased in a hard plastic shell. The passive tag has no battery. 

The micro-chip is about the size of a grain of pepper and is usually at the center of an antenna 
array. This chip receives energy from the reader, which also transmits a signal, described earlier. 
The power of the passive tag comes from the conversion of the RF power into a DC current. The 
passive tag needs to be closer to the reader than the active tag. Experiments and operations usage 
indicates that placing a reader within about five to eight feet is sufficient to produce the required 
data transfer. However, they can be closer. On occasion readers have been successful out to 30 
feet, but these are in laboratory conditions. (Hedgepeth, 2007) 

 
There are university laboratory and field tests that have been conducted as well as 

commercial companies ready to develop and apply their RFID expertise to this transportation 
problem. One such company that appears to have significant experience in tracking asphalt 
deliveries is Minds, Inc. (2010). This literature search is not endorsing the Minds, Inc. 
technology. There a many different companies that can engineer specific RFID technology 
capabilities for such field exercises (Ross, Burns, Wu, and Jarad, 2009; Hedgepeth, 2007). The 
scope of this test however dictates seeking a low cost alternative with significant past application 
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in asphalt pavement developments. Minds, Inc. is still considered for the purposes of the field 
test the most applicable for the short timeframe of this study.  
 

CHAPTER 3. RFID METRICS 
 

This field work should have provided data collection and analysis to refine a 
methodology for this asphalt tracking process that addresses project needs for information 
collection instruments. An approved data collection methodology was developed at the time of 
field implementation of the RFID technology. 

 
One of the first steps for such a study is in defining the analysis problem is to understand 

the environment of AKDOT’s current asphalt trucking and logistics billing and inventory record-
keeping requirements as an “as-is” process. Figure 1.1 shows a simplified overview of this 
environment as a multi-step process that was the original design for data capture. The RFID data 
collection points in Figure 1.1 are notional and did require actual field work to determine final 
placement for data collection. 

 
Within the above context, three questions and related hypotheses form a problem 

statement for this field evaluation are defined as an analysis problem statement and related 
hypothesis statement. 

 
3.1 Analysis Problem Statement 1: How are the asphalt truck ticket capture and filling 
accuracy rates affected by the introduction of RFID tracking system? The related 
hypotheses are: 
 
A. Hypothesis One (H1): The current manual (paper based) truck ticket tracking 

accuracy (MTA) rate is equal to the RFID tracking accuracy (RTA) rate. 
 

H1: MTA = RTA 
 

This metric will show how the accuracy rate of each truck driver ticket for each delivery 
during a day (by ticket document number, or some other label) by each truck driver or different 
trucks used in the field test. This equates to the accuracy of the same ticket data capture method 
using RFID technology over the specified time of the field tests. The metric will be in numbers 
of tickets that are classified as not accurate. The goal of this hypothesis is to reach a point where 
the numbers of miss classifications are equal with both manual and RFID-based inventory and 
billing tracking methodologies. Figure 3.1 shows how such a difference between the two metrics, 
MTA and RTA, could greater than 10% we can say that there is a significant difference. If the 
difference is less than 10% it is not significant. For example, if MTA is 350 driver tickets 
identified with 35 inaccuracies, and the RTA shows 633 requisitions with 33 inaccuracies, then 
we could show in Figure 3.1. 
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 Total Truck 
Tickets 

# Accurate # Inaccurate (%) 

MTA 350 315 35 (10%) 
RTA 633 600 33 (5%) 
Difference 283 (350/633=55%) NA 2 (33/35=94%) 

Figure 3.1. Capture Rate of Truck Driver Tickets compared to Accuracy Rate 
 
Given this information we could conclude that this hypothesis shows that MTA ≠ RTA as 

an absolute number (that is, 34 ≠ 33). But does this inequality hold for percentage differences? 
The answer may be no. This is due to the number of inaccurate differences being 2 or 6% 
(100%-94%) in this example, which is less than 10%.We could conclude from the percentage 
differences that H1 is true and that MTA = RTA.  

 
While the total number of driver tickets captured shows a 55% difference, this number is 

only useful for administrative purposes at this time. The difference in number of accurate driver 
tickets is meaningless in this hypothesis. However, the overall numbers of truck tickets that are 
inaccurate still needs to be addressed so as to make this number approach zero %. 

 
B. Hypothesis Two (H2): The manually processed truck ticket accuracy rate 

demographic (MRAD) for two-level factors are the same. 
 

H2: MRAD1 = MRAD2         
 

The metric used for this hypothesis is that the demographic designation for the different 
type of drivers, weight station employees, or AKDOT employees manually processing or filling 
truck tickets. For example, the number of truck tickets being filed by two different drivers or 
using two different trucks are one group, MRAD1, could be significantly different (in accuracy) 
from another driver or truck at a different or even the same construction location, MRAD2 .The 
two-level factor would then be accuracy rates of different types of drivers or trucks used. Similar 
demographic information at two levels could possibly be used, such as class of materials carried 
in construction trucks, such as asphalt compared to gravel, or as a contracted service, such as one 
construction company compared to an alternate construction company. Absolute numbers and 
percentage differences as shown for solving the analysis problem statement one would be used.  

 
3.2 Analysis Problem Statement 2: What is the probability of finding an accurate 
match using both manual driver ticket collection method compared to RFID method.  The 
related hypotheses are: 
 
Hypothesis Three (H3): The probability of manual truck driver controlled ticket 
processing or filing (MF) is equal to the probability of RFID (RF) ticket processing or 
filing:  

 
H3: P(MF) = P(RF)         

 
Inaccurate data can cause the truck or driver tracking system to be inefficient. The metric 

for testing this hypothesis is based on an assessment of a baseline of manual truck driver tickets 
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filed accurately with AKDOT over a period of time by a set number of drivers or construction 
companies at various nodes along the construction site supply chain. The probability of finding 
either a correct or incorrectly classified truck driver ticket is defined as a Bernoulli process, 
which follows a Binomial distribution. This probability can be defined on a monthly (or daily) 
basis and evaluated constantly during the test period. The final results of this study will provide a 
probability statement with a specified and measured level of confidence. 
 
The literature review identified possible others variables that could be used in this study or 
follow-on studies. 
 
 

3.3  Research Methods 
 
 This is a quantitative research design compared to a qualitative research design 
(Creswell, 2009). As a quantitative study, the metrics are designed to capture measureable or 
countable relationships among all the variables. (Creswell, 2009, p. 4) The measurement 
instruments were to be paper copies of truck driver tickets and spreadsheets in some automated 
format using software such as Excel. The data that is therefore collected must be instrument 
based, performance data, and observational data. Statistical analysis was conducted on all data 
collected for statistical interpretation (Creswell, 2009). The metrics have been formed as a basis 
of theories concerning the differences between a manual method and the RFID method of 
collecting operational data. The result should form an unbiased approach to answering the 
questions of this study.  
 

Research design is a plan for conceptualizing the structure of the different variables that 
are studies as RFID technology is evaluated for AKDOT use. It implies how this research 
situation can be controlled, and how the AKDOT data is to be measured and analyzed. The 
research methodology indicates how to take observations in a systematic and standard manner. 
This researcher evaluates and compares the capture and accuracy rates among the current manual 
and RFID being examined and tracked over time. This evaluation requires specification of the 
data models, the data stratification strategy for the building and testing of these data models, and 
a logic for assessing performance of these models.  
 

3.4  Assumptions 
 

There are several initial assumptions from early literature review needed for statistical 
analysis of the data produced from the data to be collected from this study. 

 
• AKDOT field data is captured with a normal probability distribution. 
• Errors in one AKDOT database are independent of errors in any other database. 
• AKDOT manual and automated data and files are not damaged or altered prior to 

study team having accessibility. 
• The data capture technology for RFID records do not fail and event records are 

uniquely identified. 
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• The probability of each RFID and manual data record being correct in any 
database is the same. 

• The AKDOT and other construction professionals do not make mistakes when 
checking or providing the study team data or access to trucks, pavers or other 
equipment.  

 
These assumptions provide a part of the initial basis for measuring this study’s analytical 

problem statements and hypothesis. Some of these assumptions were violated resulting in an 
evaluation problem or issue.  
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CHAPTER 4. LITERATURE REVIEW 
 

This literature review is meant to “provide insight into ways in which the researcher can 
limit the scope” of this study. (Creswell, 2009, p. 23) It examined published documentation on 
the use of RFID tags focused on the studies problem examining the road construction industry, 
specifically the use of asphalt truck tracking. The literature review is created to bridge any gaps 
between what is expected within the scope and problem definition of this study and any similar 
studies, or comparative studies. (Creswell, 2009, p. 25) The time horizon for the most of the 
documents review is since January 2005. Due to the significant increase in interest in the use of 
RFID technology for tracking and tracing vehicles and goods, it is expected that any published 
reports prior to 2005 would provide insufficient information or data.  

 
The references listed are not all fully investigated. Only the top tier have been reviewed 

with regard to the technology.  
 

4.1  High Temperature Testing 
 
Ross, Burns, Wu, and Jarad (2009) conducted testing of passive RFID (Hedgepeth, 2007) 

tags in a laboratory environment. Part of the scope of their work was to simulate the harsh 
conditions expected in the field that might use such RFID tags in the future. They also preformed 
chain-of-custody tracking and tracing of items within a testing facility, a building (p.3). The 
RFID tags used were from a variety of vendors, such as PSC, Think Magic, Motorola and SATO 
(p. 4).  The construction material used with such tags was “reinforcement steel, geosynthetics, 
and concrete cylinders” (p. 4). RFID tags were subjected to harsh field  conditions simulated in a 
laboratory. These conditions include immersion in water, acid, base solutions, pressure testing, 
freeze and thaw, and extreme temperature. (pp. 5-6) The extreme temperature test consisted of 
placing the RFID tags “into a paper cup inside the oven at 100ºC (212ºF) for a prolonged period 
of time” (p. 8).  The read range of these tags was a constant distance once they were taken from 
the oven. The result was that “the read range for tags subjected to extremely high temperatures 
tended to decrease with time” (p. 8). The read range varies from approximately 17 feet between 
the RFID tag and the reader, and about seven feet. (p. 8) The seven foot distance resulted only 
after exposure to a temperature of “250ºC (482ºF)” (p. 8). The conclusions reached by this 
laboratory testing were “that RFID tracking technology is a viable option for monitoring the 
progress of construction material samples within a high-volume testing laboratory” (p. 8). These 
tests were not conducted in the field but totally in a laboratory. Further conclusions were that 
“RFID tags performed well under a series of harsh environmental conditions” (p. 8).  
 

4.2  Asphalt Paving 
 
Kilpellainen, Heikkilam, and Parkkila  (2007) conducted field research on “asphalt mass, 

transportation of the mass to the work site, asphalt laying and compacting” (p. 35). This was a 
qualitative research design (Creswell, 2009) consisting of interviews with construction 
professionals (p. 36), plus a quantitative research design tracking variables such as, “weather, 
traffic conditions, failures of the machines, the number of trucks available and transportation 
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distance” (p. 36). The construction consisted of a mobile asphalt mixing plant with distances 
from the paving construction site would be within 100 km (62 m). (p. 36).  This distance for 
delivery became a key factor in the process analysis of paving. Thus, a key factor in the analysis 
by Kilpellainen, Heikkila, and Parkkila  (2007) was the need to “asphalt production, 
transportation, spreading and compacting” (p. 36) to work seamlessly. The asphalt loading 
temperature was note to “be lower than 150ºC (302ºF)” (p. 38). This was not a test of RFID 
technology however. It was one of using other wireless communications devices, such as the cell 
phone, to report needed measurement data, and embedded temperature sensors with long range 
data transmission devices. (p. 38)  However, “one of the disadvantages discovered is that the 
system is totally dependent of the users” (p. 37). This qualitative aspect of the research 
introduces the possibility of human error. The use of cell or mobile phones was useful to 
communicate acidity as the work site. However, these wireless devices were not connected to 
temperature of other environmental or paving data collecting devices. (p. 37) Kilpellainen, 
Heikkila, and Parkkila  (2007) also indicate that the metrics to be captured for a complete supply 
route of one asphalt truck should include times for loading, transportation, waiting, unloading, 
returning, and waiting for loading. (p. 37). All times are in minutes. Two other metric and 
variables are transportation distance and the amount of asphalt mass transported. (p. 37) This 
research did indicate the different types of professional at the work site that could be interviewed 
if a qualitative research is needed for this current project. There would be work supervisor, 
asphalt mixing plant operator, asphalt paver operator and truck drivers. (p. 37) 

 

4.3  RF Signal and Data Accuracy 

  
  Lee, Song, Kwon, Chin, Choi, and Kim (2008) developed an RFID “gate sensor for real-
time delivery status monitoring” (p. 101) of construction trucks entering and leaving a work site. 
While their field testing indicated that RFID signals could be read from a truck entering a fixed 
gate position, it was found that the physical placement of the antenna and RFID tag could “affect 
the recognition rate” (p. 105) of the signal.  
 

Lee, McCullouch (2007) conducted an study to automate the manual tracking of truck 
tickets using bar codes instead of RFID tags. While the technology is different in many ways 
(Hedgepeth, 2007), the process of going from a manual system of collecting data from 
construction trucks to an automated system was comparable. One of the lessons from this was 
one additional potential data capture variable, the “driver and customer signature capture” (p. 
11).  

 
Lee, McCullouch (2007) also conducted a sampling of different Departments of 

Transportation’s capabilities with manual tracking of trucks for material delivery to construction 
sites. Their study indicated that “only two states, Louisiana and New Jersey” (p. 22) had an 
automated system to track the delivery of construction materials from pick up point to 
construction site. Other states contacted indicated a manual or paper delivery system or use of 
field laptops for data dumping using the Internet. (p. 23) When Lee and McCullouch asked 
different states about the need for automated tracking of trucks, “41% answered that they need an 
automated delivery tracking system” (p. 25). Of course, that 41% could be a bit misleading as 
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they contacted only seven states. (p. 25) Their final conclusion from their qualitative and 
quantitative study was that an “automated materials delivery records system will potentially be 
beneficial to all the project parties from material suppliers, trucking companies, contractors to 
the state” (p. 44).  

 
Fedrowitz (2007) analyzed the use of RFID technology for Virginia DOT for a highway 

maintenance project. Their research indicated that the reading of construction trucks from a 
parked position and moving at 10 mph could be read at a distance of 115 feet. (p. 43) They also 
examined the capability of attaching fixed antennas to metal mile marker signs with trucks 
traveling a variety of speeds from 10 to 65 mph. The distance from the readers varied from 5 to 
100 feet. (p. 34) Various antennas sizes were also employed in this field test.  

 
Arrington (2009) examined the accuracy issues of the research conducted by Fedrowitz 

(2007). One of the findings was that, “the performance of RFID systems are adversely affected 
by water or wet surface” (p. 16). Field testing indicated that RFID “tags count not be placed 
directly onto the metal mile marker sign” (p. 16). As for the rate of RFID tags data to be read by 
an antenna, this research indicated that the RFID “can handle 100 reads per second” (p. 17). 
While the field testing appears to have shown value in the use of RFID technology there was still 
needed “some method of ensuring data integrity” (p. 71). 
 

Wyld (2005) was one of the early supporters of RFID technology for government 
projects. A wide range of applications was evaluated. The results were more positive than 
negative for the accuracy and value of the use of RFID technology.  

 
Almanza, Hernandez-Gutierrez, and Ibarra-Manzano (2006) analyzed vehicle and driver 

crossing a gate or threshold using RFID technology.  While this was not part of road construction 
efforts, it did point out the accuracy features for RFID technology. One is the lesson learned was 
that “when a system is implemented with passive RFID tags…range is highly dependent on 
antenna orientation because readers and tags must be magnetically coupled in order to 
communicate” (p. 225). This relates to the placement of similar RFID systems on the metal 
surface of this current studies trucks and field testing of position location of the RFID tag on the 
truck body, or paver body. 

 
Khan, Akhtar, and Qadeer  (2009) bring up an interesting point that is often overlooked 

in programs to use RFID technology. They found that “only 23% of consumers have heard of 
RFID” (p. 334). The authors of this current study have also had antidotal evidence from military 
and retail sources that indicates a high percentage of workers today do not know of RFID 
technology or how it compares to bar codes. This could be an issue for data capture and data 
accuracy is workers in the field are not properly trained on what the RFID tags is placed on a 
construction truck and how the antenna has sensitivity to physical placement on different objects.  

 
Ergen and Akinci (2009) evaluated RFID for the construction industry in general. They 

indicate that the “construction industry mostly has dynamic and uncontrollable environments 
where tracking and locating materials and accessing related information is challenging” (p. 5). 
They also find that while RFID technology is successful in this industry, that “limitations of the 
current technology can be overcome by using some reasoning mechanisms that are developed 
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and implemented for data cleaning and processing purposes” (p. 5). This data accuracy and data 
mining of the captured data is one of the emerging trends or issues in the use of RFID 
(Hedgepeth, 2007).  

 
Lim and Koh (2009) conducted studies to also examine what they termed as 

organizational fit for the use of RFID technology. Their results indicate a higher level of 
matching the organizational values and objectives to the use of RFID. This suggests again that 
possible human errors could increase if the workers within the organization are not properly 
trained to understand the implications of using RFID technology.  

 
El-Omari and Moselhi (2009) analyzed how to organize and store data collected from 

RFID systems. They indicate that the applying tags “in the construction industry is hampered by 
the rough conditions of site operations that may damage barcode tags” (p. 493). They find that 
“RFID was introduced to overcome barcode drawbacks” (p. 493).  

 
Closely aligned to the accuracy of RFID signals is the standardization of the functionality 

of the tags. Engels and Sarma (2005) highlight a potential problem with “vendor specific 
functionality” (p. 5) in the use of RFID tags. This is an old warning in this technology since the 
surge in 2005 (Hedgepeth, 2007), but the warning bears paying attention to. If the functional data 
capture of tags in the construction industry is not standard in its data capture protocols this could 
cause some issue with communicating the results to other in the similar construction industry.  
 

Wang  (2007) indicates that construction companies “began to examine the use of 
barcodes for tool management in the early 1990s” (p. 469). So, that construction companies not 
new to using automated methods of data capture compared to the manual methods. However, as 
in previous research the barcode has been found to have “problems in the construction industry 
due to the short and long range and poor durability” (p. 469).  The barcode “becomes unreadable 
when scratched or dirty” (p. 469). The implication is again that RFID technology with it is non-
line-of-sight capability provides better data capture and accuracy than barcodes. (Hedegpeth, 
2007; Wang, 2007) 

 
Song, Haas, and Caldas (2006) found that levels of power for the RFID tags are a 

consideration if they are to work properly in the construction industry. (p. 914) They also 
developed metrics for data collection. Their metrics were “the maximum number [sic] of reads 
that can be contribute to each … set of proximity information” (p. 915). Additional they 
measured the number of tags, pattern of placement and number of data reads. (p. 915) Their 
results indicated that power is a key factor to the tag location. They found that “approximately 
68% of the experiments when the medium rf power is in use” (p. 916). This indicates that when 
this current study uses RFID tags that there may be an issue of the level of power to use. This 
current field study could possibly use two ranges of power, medium and high, if there were time. 
But, this may not be the case for such a short study. One of the conclusions of their study goes 
beyond the scope of this current research study, but should be considered for the final report and 
decision making. That is that, “although economic considerations were factored into the 
development…potential economic feasibility should be estimated to justify up-front cost of 
implementation” (p. 917). This is indeed the case, and Newnan, Lavelle, and Eschenbach (2009) 
provide a foundation for RFID calculations for future worth calculations.  
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4.4  Current Applications Viewpoint 
 

This is an event-management exercise.  An event is defined for this experiment as each point 
along the roundtrip of the truck picking up and delivery of asphalt. Each point of stopping by the 
truck is an event. And, as is common in the study of supply chains, there is an event of delay. 
How much time is deemed as a delay is part of the data collection and not as readily known prior 
to the experiment’s conclusion. So, there are two categories of events: pre and post-experiment.  
 

While this is a single-application description of RFID usage, the potential end result for 
strategic planning is for a net-work application.  This experiment is considered a single 
application due to the closed loop system described by the geographic constraints defined by the 
truck routes of load pickup, load delivery and return for a new pickup event.  Therefore, this is a 
closed-loop, single-application series of events.  
 

The results of this experiment can be used as a benchmark. However, the results are not to 
be construed as a set of best practices; not yet. This benchmark is part of that process. 
 

While many applications of the passive or active tags for tracking trucks attach the tags to 
the rear of the chassis, this experiment attached the tags onto the outside of the truck bed. Also, 
many applications use a fixed reader of antenna loops located under the road surface to track 
trucks entering a specific lane at a gated entrance. The application used in this experiment used a 
mobile antenna design. Even though mobile in application, the RFID tags and readers still 
discriminate between trucks in the virtual gate lane at the construction site (Wessel, 2009, para. 
3). 
 

Similar to Wessel (2009), the use of RFID tags for tracking truckloads of asphalt creates a 
license plate for a multi-step virtual gate data capture and transactions (para. 6). 
 

Wessel (2009) found that replacing the manual, paper-based ticket or instructions for their 
truck tracking applications with RFID, “saves an average of 10 minutes per inbound and 
outbound load" (para. 10).  
 
 

Swedberg (2010) reports on , use of RFID tags, “to track the amount of coal being loaded 
onto trucks” (para. 1). The results indicate that “wait times are reduced and billing is more 
accurate, based on automating what was previously a labor-intensive system of tracking the 
weights of trucks and the coal loaded within them (para. 1). While this is not identical to this 
asphalt research experiment, the tracking of truck from loading to dump side, through a weigh 
station, is identical. The metrics savings reported that “the system has reduced the operation time 
of weighbridge employees by 30 to 40 percent” (para. 1). 
 

Swedberg (2010) indicates that the automated system combines the RFID tag identifier 
along with the truck’s license plate number to verify the truck. The license plate is recorded by 
the weigh station person by manual or video capture (para. 6). 
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The use of RFID has not replaced the manual process. Swedberg (2010) reports that “The 
truck driver hands the weighbridge staff the loading document, which the employees can 
compare against information on the PC” (para. 6). 
 
 

Kilpelamen, P., Heikkila, R. and Parkkila, T. (2007) conducted a comprehensive test of 
RFID technology for tracking and tracing the routes of trucks delivering asphalt to road 
construction sites.  They had a comprehensive list of variables to track truck loading of loading 
time, transportation time, waiting time for unloading, unloading time, returning time, waiting 
time for loading, transportation distance and amount of transported asphalt mass (p. 27). Their 
experiment was to start with a baseline of theoretical data for each variable, such as making the 
assumption that waiting times are zero and truck loads of asphalt of maximum load capacity.  

 
Ross, Burns, Wu, and Jarad (2009) did demonstrate in a control laboratory environment 

that RFID tags could maintain an operational read range from seven to 17 feet when exposed to 
high temperature in an oven, but taken out of the oven for reading measurements. Depending on 
the distance considerations for the field testing of this current research project, the results 
indicate that read range for passive tags should include a distance not to excel 17 feet. However, 
this is not a conclusive or exhaustive test result. And, the tests performed on passive tag and not 
the battery assisted active RFID tags. (Hedgepeth, 2007)  

 
When examining the distance from the asphalt mixing plant and the construction 

worksite, the example from Kilpellainen, Heikkil, and Parkkila (2007) indicates that about 62 
miles is a workable distance for hot-mix asphalt. The scheduling of truck movement from their 
experiment compared to a potential field exercise in Anchorage, Alaska indicates that the 
distance metric between asphalt mixing plant and the work site should not be a factor in the 
cooling of the hot-mix asphalt load in truck. While the process did rely on wireless 
communications, this was still a manual process of data collecting and reporting. The reports 
would be considered immediate between sender and receiver, not having to wait on a paper trail 
from a truck driver. From their research we can determine that the stakeholders for the current 
research project should be at least work supervisor, asphalt mixing plant operator, asphalt paver 
operator and truck drivers. However, in this current research design, we have included weight 
scale operator and AKDOT analysts processing the daily truck tickets.  
 

 The data capture and accuracy are an essential part of the emerging results from 
RFID studies. It is apparent that the focus is changing to data capture accuracy and eliminating 
automated data capture errors. Just going from a manual process to an automated one with RFID 
does not ensure 100% data capture. 

4.4  Performance Variables  
 
The initial metrics of this study were based on a comparison of a current manual process 

of tracking and tracing the complete cycle of asphalt paving compared to an expected automated 
process using RFID technology. The metrics for the initial scope of this effort are listed in the 
Chapter 2: Background. However, these metrics were modified based on the field conditions and 
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further analysis and discussion of the metrics used in previous studies reported in this literature 
review.  

 
It is possible that the range of metrics could have included: 

• Tracking data accuracy 
• Asphalt loading time per truck 
• Truck transportation time 
• Truck and driver waiting time 
• Truck unloading time for asphalt 
• Truck return time for a new load of asphalt 
• Truck waiting time to load asphalt mass 
• Truck driver signature capture time 
• Asphalt temperature during loading and unloading 
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CHAPTER 5. FINDINGS 
 

 5.1 Setting the stage 
 

This experiment was conducted in the field from June 30 to July 17, 2010.  AKDOT was 
conducting resurfacing on the Glenn Highway. The RFID product used was PaveTag™ supplied 
by MINDS, Inc. The location of this study was Anchorage, Alaska. The AKDOT contracted to 
Granite Construction of Anchorage, Alaska to provide the required amount of asphalt for the 
road construction project used in this study. Figure 5.1 shows the Granite Asphalt Scale in 
Anchorage that was used as one event point. 

 
 

 
 
Figure 5.1: Granite scale in Anchorage with stationary pole and RFID 

reader/antenna in the foreground. The PaveTag™  processing hardware is the gray box 
sitting on top of the concrete support, next to the antenna pole. Photo by Janet Burton, 
University of Alaska. 

 
 
 

 This scale was at the Dowling Road location in Anchorage. You  can see the PaveTag 
reader was located on a stationary pole in the lower right of this photo. Not shown, was a printer 
that was located in the scale house. When each read occurred the data signal from the scale-
house computer was transmitted using MIND, Inc, eRoutes™ software.    
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 The actual RFID tag was located on the rear of each truck as shown in Figure 5.2. These 
ten RFID tags were attached using adhesive and molding tape and self-tapping metal screws.  
Since weather was not a factor and this project was only a few days in duration, more permanent 
fasteners was deemed not necessary. If this were in an Alaska winter environment, other 
fasteners would be considered. 
 

 
 
Figure 5.2: RFID tag mounted to the left of the license plate.  
 
 
 
 
A photo of the stationary asphalt plant used in this study is shown in Figure 5.3. 
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Figure 5.3: Stationary asphalt plant off Dowling Road in Anchorage, showing truck 

loading to the far right. Photo by Janet Burton, University of Alaska. 
 
 
The initial requirement for this study was for one dump truck. However, in the field, it 

was decided by AKDOT to use ten belly dump trucks. Figure 5.1 shows one of these ten trucks. 
 

A paver was also used, but had not been part of the original study design. Again, this 
addition was made as a requirements change in the field by AKDOT.  A photo of the paver used 
as part of this study is shown in Figure 5.4. This photo shows Mike Ronchetti installing a 
complex system of RFID, PC, GPS, and WiFi transmitter.  
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Figure 5.4: Construction paver, CAT AT-1055.  Mike Ronchetti is attaching an RF 

reader. Photo by Janet Burton, University of Alaska. 
 

5.2 Data Collection 
 

The data collected is located in a separate file, PaveTag RFID Data Report. The data items 
selected to collect were based on experience from MINDS, Inc. rather than this SOW for this 
project.  

 
The list of data items collected was as follows: 
 

• The truck ticket number. 
• The customer name on each ticket. 
• The identification number for each truck. 
• The net weight of each truck measured in US tons 
• The construction plant identifier. 
• The date and time the truck was recorded entering the plant. 
• The date and time the truck was recorded initially by the PaveTag™. 
• The date and time  to load the truck. 
• The date and time by RFID read that the truck exited the plant. 
• The amount of time that the truck stayed in the plant as read by RFID.  
• The paver identification used in this study. 
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• The date and time when the dump truck was close enough to be read by the Paver 
RFID system. 

• The date and time that the dump truck dumped its load in the paver. 
• The date and time that the dump truck was leaving the paver location. 
• The date and time when the paver could no longer indicate the truck was in its area. 
• The total time of each truck on the construction site recorded by the paver. 
• The total time of each round trip made by each truck. 
• The job identification number that was on each ticket.  
• The GPS latitude and longitude of the paver when the trucks were first recorded.    

 
 

While this set of data sufficient, not all data items were recorded. And, several time items 
were entered as zeros.  
 

An initial examination and plotting of the raw data for round trip time of each dump truck 
indicated some surprises of missing data; recorded as zero. The raw data is plotted as shown in 
Figure 5.2.1. 
 

 
 
Figure 5.2.1: The raw data for round trips made by each truck plotted as time of the 
vertical axis and number of truck deliveries on the horizontal axis. 
 

 
 The initial examination of this data shows 16 zero data entries. These will be taken out of 
the data analysis in the next filtering of the data.  
 
 But also note that two trucks had round trip data recorded as more than five hours. The 
decision to leave these two data points in for analysis of roundtrip data is up to the decision 
maker and the statistician. As raw data, zero entries can be removed from the data field. But for 
now, the two data points greater than five hours will be left in. Doing so produces Figure 5.2.2 
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Figure 5.2.2: The raw data scrubbed of all zeros for round trips made by each truck plotted 
as time of the vertical axis and number of truck deliveries on the horizontal axis. 
 
 Figure 5.2.2 now shows a range of times that the dump trucks make between the Dowling 
Street location and the Glenn Highway construction site. The location is approximately one hour 
total time (1 hour and 4 minutes), which includes dumping the asphalt. This analysis now shows 
that there are three anomalies. One truck load took almost two hours along with the other two 
trucks taking over five hours between pick up and dump sites. One other data point of interest is 
the time the trucks remain at the plant while loading. That time is shown in Figure 5.2.3. 
 

 
Figure 5.2.3: The raw data for the time each truck stays at the asphalt plant measured in 
minutes and seconds.
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 This data shows that each truck stays in the plant for a range of a few minutes to 
approximately 15 minutes.  
 

5.3 Data Issues 
 
 It was found that scrubbing of data had to take place to produce a clean set for analysis. 
However, this report only modified these data items as indicated above. It was reported that there 
were some human operator errors of a few tickets related to the job identification number and the 
type of material. The later is interesting since the material being tracked was only one kind, at 
least for this study.  
 
 However, there was no indication from the field that any of the MINDS, Inc failed to 
operate properly.  
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CHAPTER 6. CONCLUSIONS 
 

The reasons why three truck deliveries were later than the approximately 1 hour round 
trip need not be explained here. The point is one of data collection and the patterns produced. It 
can be assumed that this setting is typical of each such construction site. As such, it can be 
expected that 3% of all truck load deliveries will exceed the average roundtrip time.    

 
The time on station for dumping is not essential for this study. The time on station for 

loading is up to the decision makers reading this study and those who work at the asphalt plant.  
 
Data errors were human in nature and occurred at the weigh station. Replacement of 

humans with automatic recording devices should eliminate this type of error; the RFID 
technology worked as expected. 

 
A key feature of this study is the requirements shift that occurred once the research team 

entered the field. The set of initial requirements changed significantly. Many assumptions were 
violated. This is typical of such projects and should be considered for any next project.  

 
There are two functional areas of research that have to be examined prior to 

implementing an RFID system for AKDOT.  The “two core functional areas of RFID 
middleware, data management/monitoring (how information gathered from RFID devices is 
handled) and device management/monitoring (how RFID devices areconfigured and controlled)” 
(O’Connor, 2004, para. 6). 
 

O’Connor  (2004), describes data management/monitoring further as, “data aggregation 
and integration, or the process of collecting the data from RFID devices and merging it with the 
company's existing IT infrastructure” (para. 7).  Additionally, data management involves, data 
filtering which is “a set of rules devised by the end users is used to filter out redundant or 
unneeded information”  (para. 7). Following that step is data routing, “which is the process by 
which the clean data is sent to all of the members of the RFID network” (para. 7).  
 

The data collected for this experiment was not aggregated except as part of the data 
analysis which demonstrated the time delay aspect of the data collection events. For a continuous 
use of RFID data collection, the integration of this data within the legacy framework of truck 
ticket data collection needs to be designed as part of a data management process. The filtering of 
this experiment data only occurred at the end of the experiment, not during the data collection 
phase. All raw data collected was analyzed. Only then was it shown that there were errors in the 
data collection. These errors such as no recording of the event, or a decision my AKDOT 
management that within the expected time frame of a roundtrip lasting approximately one hour, 
that any data collected outside that range by at least 3 standard deviations would be suspect of 
some outside anomaly in the truck delivery routine. This happened two times when the time 
recorded was five hours compared to the nearly one hour average.  
 
 

The other aspect not fully explored in this experiment was, device 
management/monitoring. This is where RFID data collection drivers, “which is the operating 
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software that run the RFID devices and is housed in RFID readers” (O’Connor, 2004, para. 7). It 
also consists of “control systems diagnostics, alerts and notifications” to the truck drivers and 
any online monitoring by AKDOT or the vendor or carrier (O’Connor, 2004, para. 7). 
 

While this data management process is part of a requirements needed for a completely 
integrated RFID solution, there is a cost factor to consider. The cost of the middleware to handle 
all this data management can range initially from $50,000 to $100,000 (O’Connor, 2004, para. 
8). 
 

This experiment was more in line with what happens in manufacturing and retail market 
experiments, where RFID tags are applied in a slap-and-ship method compared a more integrated 
method, where the tags are a permanent part of the truck or chassis (O’Connor, 2004, para. 8).  
Each truck and the paver was equipped with RFID tags only for the timeframe of one 
construction run, versus all construction projects for the summer 2010 season.  
 

The collection of electronic data using RFID technology proved successful in this closed-
loop road construction study. The events were of pickup and delivery of asphalt with roundtrip 
and time on station for loading being key variables that helped describe the initial intent of this 
study.  
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CHAPTER 7. FUTURE RESEARCH 
 

To improve readability of the trucks entering a virtual or fixed gated lane of traffic, the 
additional use of an optical character recognition (OCR)  could be used to read the license plate 
number of each truck as a backup or redundant system of identification of each truck (Wessel, 
2009, para. 4). This OCR added layer of tracking and tracing the truck would only work with the 
truck having a license plate free of debris, such as mud or ice. Since the construction season is in 
the summer months in Alaska, this may not pose a problem for the OCR reader. But, as an 
addition to the tracking and tracing process, this adds a step for the carrier to insure that all 
license plates are clean during contracted delivery of construction product. Adding the OCR 
reader process step is used to link “the truck's tag ID number with the container's ID” (Wessel, 
2009, para. 5).  
 

Adding the OCR as a process step can be useful to verify the job ticket. Upon the database 
being automatically updated with the OCR and RFID tag information, that data becomes useful 
information linking the driver and the load at the specific billable time of delivery. Once both 
identification steps are taken, the driver could be issued an electronic job ticket via the driver’s 
cell phone. This additional notification step to the driver still eliminates the need for paper job 
ticket, but is an added feature to alert the driver that the DOT and the carrier company database 
has been updated with that job ticket, the driver, the unique truck identifier, and the time of 
arrival at the dump site. 
 

The process step of sending a notice to the truck driver upon delivery of the load could also 
be used to not alert the DOT and the carrier, but, if the driver had to respond to the cell, as a text 
message, confirming the delivery. This would add another layer of redundant confirmation of the 
time of the load delivery. This added interface by the driver helps insure that the truck and its 
load have been properly read, but also insure that this event has occurred. The physical act of 
texting a canned confirmation notice, such as “Confirm arrival,” with a set response of “Yes” or 
“No” would indicate if any error has happened in the truck identification, but possibly more 
importantly for billing, is an electronic receipt or electronic signature from the driver that the 
load has  been delivered. Any delay between the driver sending the automated response of “yes” 
or “no” would indicate some other issue with the driver’s location. 

 
One other feature of notifying the driver is to determine how many trucks are ahead of the 

driver. The driver could be instructed to text that number upon arrival at the virtual gate. If the 
driver indicated there were two or 20 trucks ahead, this data could be used later by DOT and by 
the carrier to address any claims of payment challenge or other legal disputes. If the driver is also 
given a set of instructions to send a text saying “Dumping now,” the carrier and DOT could have 
a better indication of any issues with the temperature problems with asphalt loads specifically. 
 

If AKDOT is serious about investing in RFID technology, one other aspect of tracking 
each truck would be similar to what Wessel (2009) reported. That is, as each truck leaves the 
construction site area, following the dump of asphalt, that RFID tag, not the OCR, is read again.  
This could be another virtual gate, but one that is fixed on  mobile pedestal as the truck enters the 
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construction exit area. This would be a final read of time on station for this truck. The driver 
would receive a final update of the total transaction time. Now, the question that has to be 
discussed is the total paperless process for this application. It may be prudent for the next few 
years to allow the driver to receive an automated printout at from this mobile pedestal at the final 
virtual gate stop.  The paper ticket would allow the driver to have in their possession a paper 
copy of the transaction should they be stopped for inspection by the Alaska State Troopers, thus 
avoiding a prolonged delay and possible fine for the carrier.  
 

There are potential drawbacks in using any technology such as barcodes, RFID and RFID 
(Hedgepeth, 2007).  For the additional use of OCR, Wessel (2009) observed, “OCR system 
would not always successfully read a truck's license plate, since the vehicles may carry their 
plates in different positions, such as inside the windshield” (para. 9). This would have to be an 
area of discussion with the carrier contracted to deliver the asphalt.  
 

The AKDOT needs to develop RFP’s with more flexibility in changing the requirements 
of their studies. The constant debate over what is termed requirements creep undermines the 
value of such studies. While these results of this simple study proved a technology point, more 
thought needs to be put into the initial design of RFP. Suggest that additional, similar RFP’s have 
a RFI and open discussion period with possible vendors and researchers to determine a more 
solid set of unchanging requirements.
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